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We study perturbations 8” := 8 + Q, of Dirichlet forms 8 on some L2 space 
L*(m) given by quadratic forms Q,(L g) = JJg & with n a signed Bore1 measure 
whose positive and negative parts are smooth measures with respect to the given 
Dirichlet form. We give necessary and sufficient conditions for t”” to be a lower 
semibounded closed quadratic form with a unique associated continuous semigroup 
9: on L’(m). We also study the associated resolvent semigroup, as well as the rela- 
tion between d” and the largest closed quadratic form @ which is smaller than 8’. 
In particular we exhibit form cores. 8 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCIION 
In recent years it has become more and more apparent that the theory 
of Dirichlet forms provides the appropriate setting for the discussion of 
general Markov semigroups and associated processes, from an analytic, 
potential theoretic, and probabilistic point of view. In particular the fact 
that the theory is formulated on L2 spaces makes it most suitable for hand- 
ling singularities of the generators as well as permitting extensions to the 
case of infinite dimensional state spaces. For basic elements of the theory 
of Dirichlet forms, which has its roots in work by Beurling and Deny, see 
the books by Fukushima [Fl] and Silverstein [Sl, S2], as well as [F2, 0, 
ABRB, ARC], for recent developments. In many problems of analysis and 
probability theory and their applications, the necessity of perturbing a 
given Dirichlet form d associated with an L2(m) space by suitable 
quadratic forms Q,(A g) = jfg dp arises; e.g., d can be the classical 
Dirichlet form associated with -fd, with A the Laplacian in [w” (so that 
d is the Dirichlet form to Brownian motion), and Q, can be describe a 
local perturbation of --$A by a function V (“potential”), which can have 
bad singularities. Such situations arise in the formulation of certain models 
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in quantum mechanics, in which 8 + Q, yields the Hamiltonian; see, e.g., 
[AGHKH]. Other domains where such situations arise are acoustics, 
electromagnetic theory, theory of heat propagation, polymer theory, and 
certain probabilistic models where Q, takes the meaning of a generalized 
killing of the process associated with 8; see, e.g., [AGHKH, Brl, Br2, V, 
VCD, AFHKL] and references therein. 
A basic general theorem in the study of perturbations of quadratic forms 
is the KLMN theorem (the initials standing for Kato, Lax, Lions, 
Milgram, and Nelson); see, e.g., [RSZ]. In the present paper theorems 
more specific than the KLMN theorem on perturbations of Dirichlet forms d 
by quadratic forms Q, which in one way or the other involve the con- 
sideration of Feynman-Kac functionals for the process associated with 8 
are studied. 
In preceding studies a certain class of measures, the so-called Kato class, 
denoted in this paper by S,, plays a central role; see Proposition 2.1 below. 
This class has been isolated essentially through work in [Ka, ASi]; see 
also, e.g., [Si] and references therein. See also, e.g., [BHH, BlMl, BlM2, 
BlM3, Zh] for papers concerned with perturbations of the Laplace 
operator (or more general elliptic operators) given in terms of Feynman 
Kac functionals associated with measures p essentially in Kato class. 
In a preceeding paper [AM21 we studied a general class of additive 
functionals associated with a given general Dirichlet form d and given by 
smooth measures p (in the sense of Fukushima [Fl]) with respect o 6. In 
the present paper we show that one can use smooth measures ~1, not 
necessarily positive, to study general perturbations & + Q, of 8. 
We find necessary and sufficient conditions on ~1 for B + Q, to be lower 
semibounded (a property which is essential for certain applications to quan- 
tum mechanics, the forms bti =B+ Q, defining then lower semibounded 
Hamiltonians). We also study the associated semigroups Yp’: and resolvent 
semigroups. A well-known problem even for less general perturbations is 
to find the relation between bU and the largest closed quadratic form bp 
which is smaller than gp’. We give a solution of this problem in our context. 
Moreover we study form cores (the importance of having form cores for 
applications should be clear, since what one usually has in applications is 
not already closed forms by rather forms given only on some dense subset). 
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we recall basic 
definitions and results of [AM21 on smooth measures and associated 
additive functionals. In particular we introduce the basic space S of smooth 
measures as well as its subspace S, of measures in Kato class. 
In Section 3 we prove some basic and rather technical results on 
closability and linear semiboundedness for quadratic forms of the above 
type dU with p with positive and negative parts in S (or in some subsets 
like SK of S). 
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In Section 4 the results of Section 3 are put to use in finding criteria for 
lower semiboundedness and closability of bP, discussing examples, and 
providing applications on the associated semigroups and resolvents. 
In Section 5 we discuss form cores for the above forms 8” and 2” and 
also show that for p E S, 8‘ is regular (in the sense of [Fl]) if and only 
if ,u is Radon. 
Some of the results in this paper have been announced in[AMl]. 
2. SOME RESULTS ON THE SMOOTH MEASURES AND ADDITIVE FUNCTIONALS 
The present paper relies heavily on our previous paper [AM21 con- 
cerning smooth measures and additive functionals. For the convenience of 
the reader, we collect in this section some important results of [AM2], 
referring to [AM21 for proofs. 
Throughout this paper (8, S) is a regular Dirichlet form on L*(X; m), 
where X is a locally cmpact separable metric space. S is the family of all 
smooth measures on i3 and So is the subfamily of S which consists of all 
Radon measures of finite energy integral. For a Bore1 measure v on x, 
L*(X, v) is sometimes written L2(v) when the underlying context is clear. 
Let M = (52, X,, [, P,) be a Hunt process on x which is m-symmetric and 
associated with (&‘,9). For a given smooth measure p, we denote by Ap 
the unique (up to equivalence class) positive continuous additive functional 
such that p is the Revuz measure of A”. Let p = p+ - pL- be a signed Bore1 
measure on ft. If ,u+ and pP are smooth measures, then p is called a signed 
smooth measure and we write p E S - S. In this case we denote Ap+ - Apm 
by Ap, and p is still referred to as the Reuuz measure of A”. For a Bore1 
function f on X (i.e., f E 93(X)) we set 
llfll y = inf SUP If (x)l3 (2.1) 
Cap(N)=0 reX\N 
where Cap(N) denotes the l-capacity of N with respect to (8,9). We 
make use of the following notations. For a Bore1 measure p and Bore1 
functions f, g, we set 
When p=m, (f, g), is simply denoted (J g). 
For do b 0, p and v in S - S, f~ W(x), we set 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
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provided the right-hand side makes sense. When v = m, we simply write 
vl+y for Ut’@f 
Let FLo_ be the Markovian transition function of M and p be a Bore1 
measure on X. We set 
pT,f:= J’.??f d p ( o s s, ) :=,[j:fWd+ (2.4) 
provided the integrals make sense. 
2.1. FROP~SITI~N. Let p be a smooth measure. Then the following asser- 
tions are equivalent to each other. 
(i) pU* is a boundedfunctional on L’(it; m) 
foreachcr>Oandlim,r, lj,uu”ll =O; (2.6) 
(ii) ,uT, is a boundedfunctional on L’(it; m) 
foreach t>Oandlim,i, jIpTIII =O; (2.7) 
(iii) lim, I o. II U; 1 II y = 0; (2.8) 
(iv) lim,,, l[EA;ll, = 0. (2.9) 
In (i) and (ii) 11. II denotes the operator norm of a functional on 
L’(fi; m)). A smooth measure p is said to belong to the Kato class and is 
denoted p E S, if any one of the assertions of Proposition 2.1 is true. 
2.2. PROPOSITION. Let ,a E S,. Then there exist positive constants c and /? 
such that 
IIEeAfII, 6 ce@, vt >o. (2.10) 
For FLESH we define 
b(p) = inf{/?> 0 : I(EeA$, < ceB’ for some c >O}. (2.11) 
Recall that So is the totally of the (positive Radon) measures of finite 
energy integral. Let us introduce the family S, as follows. 
S,,={~(ESKnS,:~(a)<co}. (2.12) 
The following theorems will be frequently used in the sequel. 
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2.3. THEOREM. A positive Bore1 measure p on x is smooth if and only $ 
there exists un increasing sequence {F, } II 3 1 of compact sets satisfying the 
following properties. 
(0 ~F*WSK~~ Vn> 1. 
(ii) p(R-- U F,)=O. 




2.4. THEUREM. Let a>O. YES-S, {~1,~2,v}~S, and HEW 
pa’(X) := (l-EB(X): u>O)). If U;+“f(x)<q then 
u ;‘“+“‘-“‘f(x)+ ~;~“‘“‘-“2~~+“f(x) 
2.5. THEOREM. 
(i) Let p E S, and a > p(p); then U’+rfe 9 n L*(p) for 
all f E L2(m). (2.18) 
(ii) Let j~=j4+ -II - with p+ E S and p- E S,, and 
feL’(m)nW(x). If U”+%L2(m), then lFpfE 
5 ~L211Pl)* (2.19) 
(iii) Let YES-S and fEL’(m)nP(x). g U’+~E 
L2(m+pP), then Ua+pfEFnL2(1pI). (2.20) 
(iv) LetpES-S. Thenforanya~O,f,,S,~W(X),and 
vl, v2d, we have 
-as-A~l(Xs) dA,“’ 
I 
as- “ff2( X,) dAi2 1 3 VOraO. (2.22) 
Proofs of Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 and Theorems 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5 are 
given in [AM2]. 
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3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS ON CLOSABILITY AND LOWER SEMIBOUNDEDNESS 
For a signed Bore1 measure p = I*+ - pP, we write p E S- S (resp. 
S-S,, S, - S,, etc.) if p+ E S (resp. S,, etc.), and pL- E S (resp. S,, 
etc.). For p E S - S,, we define 
Qp(.L 8) := (f, g)p, f, .FL2(IPl +m). (3.1) 
It can be shown that L2((pl + m) is dense in L2(m) and consequently Q,[ 
is a quadratic form on L’(m). 
We define for YES-S 
&“(A g) := &(A g) + Q,,(f, g) := &(f, g) + (f, g){i, % gEF”‘, (3.2) 
where 
.P:=FnL2(lpj +m). 
Let us introduce the notation 
(3.3) 
L?py(x) := E,[edy(X,)], (3.4) 
provided the right-hand side makes sense. 
The main task of this section is to prove the following proposition 
concerning the closability and lower semiboundedness of (&I’, 5”). 
3.1. PROPOSITION. Let p E S - S,. Then 
(i) (BP, FP) is a lower semibounded closed quadratic form; 
(ii) (~3120 is the unique strongly continuous semigroup corre- 
sponding to (SP, F-“); 
(iii) 9P = 9 n L2(p+ + m); 
(iv) if p E S, then (F”, FP) is a Dirichlet form. 
The proof of the above proposition consists of several emmas. 
3.2. LEMMA. Let p E S- S,; then (Sp),,; is a strongly continuous 
symmetric semigroup on L’(m). Moreover, let HP, with domain 9(HP), be 
the generator of (.Yy); then 
(i) infspec{ -HP}) -/?(pL); (3.5) 
(ii) 9(HP) c FP(; (3.6) 
(iii) C-H% g) = @(L g), VIES, gEPP. (3.7) 
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ProoJ The semigroup property of (YF),>,, follows from the Markovian 
property of (X,) and the multiplicative property of (e-“f). By Holder 
inequality we have 
lpYf12 G (E. Ce-‘“?NE. Clf(Jf,)121). (3.8) 
Hence by Proposition 2.2 we can find constants c and /I such that 
II~I:fllL+2~ G cf? llfll Lq,), VffE L2(m). (3.9) 
By the dominated convergence theorem we can conclude from (3.8) that 
lim sup II~VII L2cmj G llfll L2(,)3 VfE Co@ 1 (3.10) 
IlO 
(C,(x) denotes the family of all continuous functions on X with compact 
support). Again by the dominated convergence theorem we have 
yE (es, “0 = IlfIlL++ VfE C,(X). 
By writing 
(PYf-“L P’ff-f) = (P?f, PYf) + (f, f) - 2(9yf, f) 
and applying (3.10) and (3.11) we obtain 
l/E II~“:f-fIILqm)~~O, VfE C,(X). 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
Now the strong continuity of (Y;),,, follows from (3.12) and (3.9). For 
f E L2(m) and c( > j?(p-)), consider the function u” ‘“f: It can be shown that 
u rfp is a bounded operator on L’(m). In fact (Ua+p)a,pu-J forms a 
resolvent of (9;). Thus the symmetric property of (9;) follows from 
Theorem 2.5(iv) and accordingly H@ is a self-adioint operator with -- 
inf spec( - Hp) B -/I(p-). From Theorem 2.5(ii) we have 
~(Hp)={U*+pf:f~L2(m),cr>/3(p~)}c~nL2(~p~). 
For f=Ucr+" E 9(Hp)), by Theorem 2.4 we may write 
f = U”h + U;m U’+“h - U;, U”+“h, 
from which (3.7) follows and the proof is complete. 1 
Let p and HP be as in Proposition 3.1 and Lemma 3.2, and let c( > B(p 
We introduce the operator -HI : 
-Hf= -HOf+orf, Vf e 9(H’“). (3. 
~ 1. 
13) 
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Obviously -HE is a positive definite self-adjoint operator on I,‘(m). We 
define 
&XL 8) = (JEf; J-E g), % g E qF--m. (3.14) 
(Ii, 9(m)) is then a positive closed quadratic form on L*(m). Let us 
introduce the notation 
wf, 8) = &“(f, 8) + df, g), VA geF;“. (3.15) 
3.3. LEMMA. Let p E S, - S, and let cr > j(pL). Then (ai, 2Fp) is a 
positive closable quadratic form and (di, 9(-%)) is its smallest closed 
extension. Moreover, B n a&K) is a form core of (Ei, 9(m)). (L?dJX) 
denotes the family of all bounded Bore1 functions on it.). 
Proof. By (2.11) there exists a constant C such that 
IIE.[ep”-A~]ll,6 IIE.[ep”‘pA~m]lly<C, vt > 0. (3.16) 
Let fE 9 nL!+!lJ!i). Assume 1 f I GM. By making a modification we may 
assume f is quasi-continuous. By (3.16) and the dominated convergence 
theorem we can prove 
and 
lim j3U~+"pf(x)=~Om e-'>iz Ex[e~""B)~Atrf(Xl,p)] dt=f(x), q.e. 
8-s 
(3.18) 
Applying Theorem 2.4 and Theorem 2S(iv) we have 
~(f-~v~+~+~~ff)=~(f-~u"+~f)+~(u,P:~~u"+"+~~ff) 
-j3(u;-'apu~+X+~~ff) 
By the dominated convergence theorem and [Fl, Lemma 1.3.41 we obtain 
from the above 
lim P(f-/?Ua+z+PJ f)=&:(f, f)<co. 
B-1= 
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Consequently by spectral calculus we conclude that f~g(J--Hi) and 
e(f;f)=&xf;f). s u P ose now that ftz Yp := B n L2( (~1 + m). Let us set 
f, := (f~ n) v (-n). Then f,~Fn93~(R) and &‘“(f,-f, f,-f) -+O as 
n -+ co. Hence 9@ c G@(m) and &f=dg on 9;“. By taking (3.6) into 
account we may conclude further that (al;, PI’) is closable and 
6% 9(&m) is its smallest closed extension. The last assertion has 
already been verified in the above proof. 1 
3.4. LEMMA. Let p E S, - S, and - Ht be as above. Then 
g(m) = sp = g=11+. (3.19) 
Proof: First we assume that ,U is nonnegative. Then (ai, Fp) is already 
a closed quadratic form and hence (3.19) is true in this case. In the general 
case let cc>/?(pL) and a,>b(2~-). We have forfeYn&$,(X) 
df, f) + au f) + CL f>p+ - cfi f>,- 
6 4f, f) + &If, f) + (.A f >g+ 
d (a + @I XL f) + 2&f, f) 
+Wf>,+ -Wf),,r. 
If we note that 9(-)=9(,/q) for ail a, a’>b(p-), the above 
implies 
.9qJq)=L3(Jzig)=9-~+. 
For fePp+, we set f, = (f A n) v ( -n); then 
<fn,f,>,- G4f,,fn)+afn,fn)+ (fnYfn)Ll+. 
By letting n + cc we obtain (f, f )pm < cc. Consequently F”I”’ c L2(p - ) 
and (3.19) follows. 1 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. In the case of ,u E S, - S,, the assertions of 
Proposition 3.1(i)-(iii) follow directly from Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4. In the 
general case of p E S - S,, we take an increasing sequence of compact sets 
CFnha I such that (2.13)-(2.15) hold with respect to ,u+. Let us set 
P”=b:P+ -P- and let c1> B(p-). Then {(&f, pp.) : n 3 1) is an 
increasing sequence of positive closed quadratic forms. Let 
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and 
It is easy to check that Y C-z = @p and &,“(A f) = &;(f, f) for f~ pp. 
By (3.6) we have 9(HIp’) c @” = 9p and consequently p” is dense 
in L’(m). By the monotone convergence theorem for forms [RSl, 
Theorem 5.141 we conclude that S: is closable. Moreover, let (gy),., be 
the semigroup corresponding to the smallest closed extension of (&c, 9”); 
then (e~“9~) -+ (9,“) in the strong resolvent sense. This implies (97) = 
(~“‘9:) and accordingly the smallest closed extension of (ai, pp) is 
(b:, g(m)). By the same argument as that of Lemma 3.4 we can see 
that 9(m) = FV = F-/l+. Thus Proposition 3.1 (i)-(iii) are verified for 
~ES--,S~,,. If YES, then (CY’:),a, is Markovian and hence Proposi- 
tion 3.l(iv) is true. 1 
3.5. Remark. Proposition 3.l(iv) has been obained by Oshima [0] 
under the hypothesis that p is a smooth Radon measure. A similar result 
to Proposition 3.l(iv) in the context of Bore1 right Markov processes has 
also been obtained by Fitzsimmons [Fi]. 
In the remainder of this section we provide a lemma for further use. Let 
P~S--S and (~‘fLao be defined by (3.4). We assume that (gp), >,, is a 
strongly continuous semigroup on L2(R, m). As a consequence of the 
strong continuity, there exist constants c and fi such that 
IIY’ff II L2(m) G ceP’ llfll L2(X.m), Vf e L2(R, m). (3.20) 
As before, we denote by HP the generator of (9:). For CI > 8, let -HE and 
c?-‘,’ be defined similarly as in (3.13) and (3.14), respectively. In the sequel 
we write $p = 9(m) f or simplicity. It is well known that (bi, @t”) is 
then a closed positive quadratic form over L2(it, m). 




provided the right-hand side makes sense. We ask the reader to distinguish 
the notation in (3.22) from that in (2.3) on the basis of the context in which 
they occur. 
The following lemma, which is partly motivated by [FO, Lemma 2.11, 
plays an important role in the sequel, especially in Section 5. 
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3.6. LEMMA. Let B be a closed set of X, c( > B, and f E L*(R, m); then 
Ui+pf E gp. Moreover, for any g E Pp such that g = 0 on it\ B, we have 
~:(u;+ph g) = (f, 8). (3.23) 
Proof Let us set G = X\ B and B, = fh ZG(Xs) ds. For n > 1, we define 
f,(x) = E, /Om e
[ 
-+A:--“Btf(J-J dt 1 . 
We have 
and 
If,(x)1 6 v+p If I (xl 
lim f, = UE+ph on Xf:= {x: ul+P IfI (x)<c0}. 
n-m 
Consequently 
lim Ilf, - Uz+“f II r.2(~,m) = 0. (3.24) n-tot 
By (2.17) we have 
f,= U”‘“f- U:;Y,f,, (3.25) 
which implies 
&xfkY f;) = (f, fi) - (kZGfk9 fi). (3.26) 
By the definition of fi and the symmetry property (2.21) we have 
(kZ,f,,fi)=(Ua+p+j’G~“(kZcfk), f). (3.27) 
By noting that 
IUa+r+j’G.“(kZ,fk)l 
O” ,-~~-&iBsEX~ m ,-a’-&Wf(x,) dtk&j, 
1 >I 
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and 
we conclude from (3.27) that 
(kzGf/s 2f;) + 0 when j>k+ oo, 
and consequently from (3.24) and (3.26), 
$:(fk -fi> fk -f,, + o as k, j-co. (3.28) 
Therefore U:‘YE gP. For g E gP such that g = 0 on G, we have by (3.25) 
and (3.28) 
4. CRITERIA FOR LOWER SEMIBOUNDEDNESS AND CLOSABILITY 
We are now in a position to give the following criteria for the lower 
semiboundedness of (&r, PP). 
4.1. THEOREM. Let u E S- S. Then the following assertions are equiv- 
alent to each other. 
(i) (dV’, Ffl) is lower semibounded. 
(ii) (CL,o is a strongly continuous semigroup on L’(X, m). 
(iii) There exist constants c and b such that 
llpf fll L2,m) S d’ llfll L2cmjy VfE L2(m). 
(iv) There exists CI > 0 such that 
U”+~(L2(m)) C L2(m). 
(v) Q,- (defined by (3.1)) is relatively form bounded with respect to 
(&‘*, Ffi’) with bound 6 1. 
Furthermore, if any one of the above assertions holds, then the closed 
quadratic form (bll, $j‘) corresponding to (9:), 2 o is the largest closed quad- 
ratic form that is smaller than (dV, Ffl). 
Proof (ii) * (iii) * (iv) are trivial. 
(iv) * (v) Suppose (iv) is true. Let {F,,}n2 1 be an increasing 
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sequence of compact sets such that (2.13)-(2.15) hold with respect o ,c. 
Let us set pn=p+ - IF, . p ~. Let - Hz be defined by (3.13). We assert that 
inf spec( - Hf’) > 0, V’n 2 1. (4.1) 
To prove (4.1), we need only show that Uaofpc, is a bounded operator on 
L*(X,,) for each &,>a and n>l. To this end we fix a,>~ and n>l. 
From (iv) we know that U’“+pn is an operator from L*(X, m) to L*(X, m). 
Let A > Q v /I(ZI;, .p-), where fl(1, .,L~~) is defined by (2.11). By 
Theorem 2.4 we have 
uao+hf, ~+~~+(~-cr,)u”+~“u”o+““f, VIE ,5*(X, m), (4.2) 
and 
Uao+hf, U”t”“f+ (~-a,)~o+P”u~+PnJ VfE L2(K, m). (4.3) 
Suppose now that fk -f and vol”+““fk + g in L*(X, m). From (4.2) we get 
g= cJ”fJy+(%-a,)zP+‘“g. (4.4) 
Write h :=g- UaO+pnJ F rom (4.4) and (4.2) we obtain 
h = (A - a,) I!? + pnh. 
By applying the above equation to (4.3), we get h = 0. That is, U’“+pnf= g. 
Thus we have proved that Uxo+ pn is a closed operator on L*(it, m); conse- 
quently by the closed graph theorem Uao+pn is a bounded operator on 
L2(it, m), which verifies (4.1). For f~ Ffl’ = spfl (by Proposition 3.l(iii)), 
we have by (4.1), 
(f,f>,,.p- GQf,f)+ (f,f>,+ +df,f). (4.5) 
From (4.5) by letting n + co we get (v). 
(v) C. (ii) Let pL, be defined as in the above proof. If (v) is true, then 
there exists a > 0 such that 8; 2 0 for all n > 1. Since 8; is decreasing in 
n, by the monotone convergence theorem (cf. Theorem 5.161) we have 
(e-“‘97) + (9:) in strong resolvent sense, where (9:) is the semigroup 
corresponding to the largest closable quadratic form, say (b*, 9*), which 
is smaller than (&‘f, Fp). But obviously we have Ua+llnfT Ua+y when 
f 2 0. Thus we conclude that 9(* = e-“gt:, which proves not only (ii), but 
also the last assertion of the theorem. 
(v) G- (i) is trivial. We now prove (i)*(v). If (i) holds, then there 
exists a > 0 such that 
(f,f>,-~s(f,f)+(f,f>,++~(f,f), VEF” :=9nL2(Ipl). (4.6) 
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Hence to verify (v) we need only show that Tb’+ c Q(p--) := L2(m +p-). 
Let now {FM},,, be an increasing sequence of compact sets such that 
(2.13)-(2.15) hold for p -. GivenfE L2(X, m) r\ gJx), we set u, = I!Y*F,‘~‘J 
n3 1, and u= Ua+lr ‘f: By Lemma 3.6 we have u,, E 9{‘+ and consequently 
u EYE’, because U, E L’(R, ,K) is evident. From (3.23) we can prove that 
u:-+ u in &:+-norm. By taking a subsequence if necessary, we may assume 
that u,, + u q.e. By applying Fatou’s lemma we obtain from (4.6) 
Thus UE Q(p-). We remark that { Yfp+f:f~ L2(m) n &JJit)} is dense in 
Fp’. By using Fatou’s lemma again we conclude YU” c Q(p-). 1 
4.2. Remark. (i) In the case where (8, 9) is the classical Dirichiet 
form associated to the Laplacian operator on UY’, and ,u+ = 0, 
p-(dx) = V(x) dx (dx denotes Lebesgue measure), by making use of the 
approximation from V(“) to V, where vCn) is defined by V A n, it follows 
from the results of Voigt [V Proposition 4.73 that the following two 
assertions are equivalent. 
(4 WY LO is a strongly continuous semigroup on L’(Iw”, dx). 
bound (:)I. ‘F . 
is relatively form bound with respect to (&, 9) with 
(ii) Let Q be a positive quadratic form and denote by Q the largest 
closable quadratic form which is smaller than Q. It is known that in 
general Q has nothing to do with Q, even if there is a decreasing sequence 
of {Q(%> I such that Q = lim, Q’“’ and the corresponding semigroup 
Le”‘L I converges to the semigroup of Q in strong resolvent sense (cf. 
[RSl P374 Example]). Suppose now that p E S- S such that (ap, 9“) is 
bounded below (this amounts to saying that (Qi, pp) is positive for some 
cc > 0). The above observation naturally leads us to the following question: 
to what extent is (c?;, gU) connected to (81, Ff’)? We give a satisfactory 
answer to this question in the next section (see Theorem 5.5). 
As a direct application of Theorem 4.1, we state a generalization of 
Proposition 3.1, as follows: 
4.3. THEOREM. Let p E S - S. Suppose that there exists 6 > 0 such that 
UX+PP6Pm(L2(m))c L2(m) (4.7 1 
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for some cI > 0 or, equivalently, 
iI?-““f II Lo G dr llf II L2(m)3 
for some constants c and /I. Then 
vf E L2(m), (4.8) 
(i) (&‘“, Tp’) is a lower semibounded closed quadratic form; 
(ii) (93,,. is the unique strongly continuous semigroup corre- 
sponding to (ap, pp); and 
(iii) ~~=~nL2(p+ +m). 
Proof Suppose that (4.7) or (4.8) holds. Then by Theorem 4.1, Q,- is 
relatively form bounded with respect o (&‘flL+, Fp’) with bound strictly less 
than 1. Therefore by the KLMN Theorem (cf. [ RS2, Theorem X.171 ), 
(all, FP) is closed and lower semibounded, and Ffl” = Fp. Moreover, in 
this case we must have &‘* = &‘g, where b* is specified in the proof of 
Theorem 4.1(v) * (ii); consequently (9:) is the unique semigroup corre- 
sponding to (BP, 9:“). 1 
4.4. Remark. Condition (4.7) or (4.8) is in fact a necessary and suf- 
ficient condition for Q,- to be relatively form bounded with respect o &“ 
with bound strictly less than 1. 
In the classical case of d being the Dirichlet form corresponding to the 
Laplacian operator on a domain of Euclidean space, there are various suf- 
ficient conditions for (aP, FP) to be bounded below and closable (cf., e.g., 
[RS2]). All the conditions require or imply that Q,- is relatively form 
bounded with respect o (o?(+, SP”) with bound < 1, and consequently the 
corresponding operator domain is contained in FP because by the KLMN 
Theorem (ar, FP) is simply closed. But, even in the classical case, it seems 
to us that there is no necessary and sufficient condition for (aP, F@) to be 
bounded below and closable and the corresponding operator domain to be 
contained in qP. The following theorem serves to fill this gap. 
4.5. THEOREM. Let u E S - S. In order for (c?, FJ‘) to be bounded below 
and closable, and the corresponding operator domain to be contained in FG”, 
a necessary and sufficient condition is that there exists c1> 0 such that 
U”+~(L2(m))cL2(m+pL). (4.9) 
Furthermore, if (4.9) holds, then (pr),.O is the unique semigroup corre- 
sponding to (bj”, gp). 
Proof. Suppose (4.9) holds. Then by Theorem 4.1, (bP, Tt”) is bounded 
below and (e-“‘9:) is a strongly continuous semigroup. Moreover, the 
quadratic form (z;, @‘-“) corresponding to (eP”$P~)l~o is the largest closed 
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quadratic form which is smaller than (&‘E, 9”) (recall that Ef(f, f) := 
&(f, f) + ~(f, f)). On the other hand, (4.9) and Theorem 2S(iii) imply that 
the operator domain U”+P(L2(m)) of 2: is contained in sP. Thus the “if” 
part and the last assertion will be proved if we can show that c??: coincides 
with &” on 8”. To this end let f~ L*(m) be arbitrary and g = Ua+P’+f: We 
have fgr p > 0 
Since 
we conclude that 
and 




From Theorem 2.4 we have 
which implies 
Therefore by Theorem 2.5(k), 
j?(g-/?uB+a+pg, g)=/?(uB+a+pf, g)-B(uy+“g, g) 
=(pu~+*+~g,f)-(/?U~+x+~g,g)p-. (4.14) 
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Now assumption (4.9) enables us to conclude from (4.12)-(4.14) that 
lim P(g-PUB+a+~g,g)=(g,f)-(g,g)~~-.<*~ 
P-m 
Thus by spectral calculus we have gE gP and 
wg, d=kf)-(g~ g>,-. 
Since g = Ua + “‘f, we have also 
To sum up, we have already proved that 
By Theorem 4.1 (v) we have V = P’. Consequently for g E PP we can 
take a sequence { gH}Fla 1c Ua+Pf(L2(m)) such that g, +g in &:+-norm. 
Since Q,- < 4q+, we have that (g,}naI is a Cauchy sequence both in 
&:+-norm and in L’(p-)-norm. By virtue of (4.15), {gn}Ra 1 is also a 
Cauchy sequence in 8:-norm, which implies g, -+ g in di-norm, since 
P c $p and (zt, gP) is closed. We can now conclude 
which completes the proof of the “necessary” part and the last assertion of 
the theorem, The proof of the “suficient” part is easy and we leave it for 
the reader. 1 
5. FORM CORES AND REGULARITY 
Let p E S - S. Throughout this section we assume that (P, V) is lower 
semibounded. Let a > OL’ where 0~’ is a positive number satisfying 
Theorem 4.1 (iv). Let (bi, gP) be specified as in Lemma 3.6. 
For an arbitrary Bore1 set B of x, we recall that zB and U”,+PJhave been 
defined by (3.21) and (3.22), respectively. 
5.1. LEMMA. For each Bore1 set B of x, there exists an increasing 
sequence of closed sets { B, } n a 1 contained in B such that for q.e. x E R, we 
have 
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Proof Take a strictly positive function f~ L*(it, m). By [BIG, Ill.31 
there exists an increasing sequence of closed sets (B, >,, a I contained in B 
such that z~,Jz~P,z.,,, a.e. We set t,=r8, and r7 =lim,,, 7,. We have 
I P.X(Z, < zs} f’(x)m(dx) = 0, x 
and consequently 




u,(x) := E, s,” e-‘f(X,) dt]. 
u,(x) tu,(x) :=-5x 1;” e-lf(J’,) dt] 
u,(x) = W(x) - E,[e-‘nW(xJ], 
(5.2) 
W(x) := E, j-Oz e-‘f(X,) dt]. 
By [Fl, Theorem 4.4.11 we know that U, E 9 and U, is quasi-continuous. 
Moreover, for 12 n we have 
41(%, 4) = (f, %JLqX,m,. 
Consequently { 24, }, a i forms an &i Cauchy sequence, which implies that 
U, is quasi-continuous. Let 
u(x) := E, 1 , 
u is quasi-continuous. By (5.2) we have 
u - u, := E, ec’f(Xl) dt = 0 1 m a.e. 
By applying [Fl, Lemma 3.1.41 we get 
u-z&=0 q.e. 
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Sincefis strictly positive, the above assertion implies 
P,{r, CT,} =0 q.e., 
which completes the proof. 1 
For BE 9?(X), let us introduce the notation 
jzfl B,O := u~~~::=OonR\FforsomeclosedsetFcB} 1 (5.3) 
and denote by 3; the z:-closure of @$,o. Obviously when B is closed 
then $p = 9p B B,O' 
5.2. LEMMA. Let BE@@) andfeL’(X,m). Then Ui’IcfE$$ and 
@mt+“f, g) = (f, g), vgd;. (5.4) 
Proof. Let {B,},al be an increasing sequence of closed sets as specified 
by Lemma 5.1. We have by Lemma 3.6 that U$, f E ,J%; for all n 2 1 and 
On the other hand by (5.1) we have obviously 
From (5.5) and (5.6) it can be seen that { Urs,f”f }nL, is an zi-Cauchy 
sequence and hence UL’pf E 9:. Now suppose gE9” to be such that 
g = 0 on a\ F for a closed set F c B. By taking B, v F in place of B, in the 
above proof, we may conclude that bz( U;+“f, g) = (f, g). Thus (5.4) is 
true. i 
5.3. LEMMA. Let BE S(X). Then Ui+p (L’(a, m)) is a dense subset of 
4: in dP-norm. a 
Proof. For UE$~ we denote by P,u the orthogonal projection (with 
respect to 2;) of U’ in 9;+“. By (5.4) we know that if U= I!Y+~A 
then P,u = U;+p f: Suppose now that UE@~. By taking a sequence 
If,),,, c L2(8, m) such that Ua’pf,, -+ u, we have 
2: - lim lJ>+ “f, = 2: - lim P,( U” + “f,) = P,u = 24. 1 
n n 
The following theorem is the basis for the rest of the paper. 
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5.4. THEOREM. Let BE~#@) andv E S-S. Suppose that uOr+“L2(it, m) c 
L*(x, m) and I,. ,u = I,. v. Then $g = $b and 2, coincides with $1 on 9;. 
Proof Under the assumption of the theorem, we have 
U;f@f= u;+"f, Vf E L2(X, m). 
The theorem follows then from the above lemma. 1 
We are now in a position to answer the question raised in 
Remark 4.2(ii). 
5.5. THEOREM. Let u E S-S. Suppose that (ap, Ffl) is lower semi- 
bounded. Denote by (dp, gp) the largest closed quadratic form which is 
smaller than (ap, .Fp). Then there exists a subset 9; c 5”” having the 
following properties: 
(i) .Fi is simultaneously a form core for dp and cF”~‘, and 
96 is a dense subset of L’(X, up ) (5.7) 
(ii) @(f, g) = &“(f, g), VA gEFg. (5.8) 
Proof: Let {F,},,, be an increasing sequence of compact sets satisfy- 
ing (2.13)-(2.15) with respect to pp. Set 
Then SE is a set having the required properties. In fact, if we introduce 
P”=P+ -1, n .p-, then by Theorem 5.4, 
and 
~""(f,f)=a"n(f,f)=&"(f,f), Vf&y. 
Hence 9: is a subset of FP and Theorem (5.5)(ii) is true. 
Let a > 0 be specified as at the beginning of this section; we have 
9; 3 U>Tp(L2(it, m)). H ence Fg is a form core of CF. 
We have also F@I U’+p+ 0 
core for bP+. 
Fm (L’(X, m)), which shows that 9: is a form 
We now prove that F$ is dense in L2(f3, pP ). Let {Fn},a, be specified 
as above and let us set 
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where rF, is defined by (3.21). Condition (2.15) implies then that p,(x) t 1 
for q.e. x E X. Let f~ 99Jit); say IfI < C. For n > 1 and c > 0, we may find 
j 2 n such that 
c* 11 -P,(X)12~-(dX)<E. 
We take a function g such that lgl d C, g is continuous on F,, and 
and then define 
gp = pJf;+fL+g, p 3 1 
Then gB E .9;, 1 girl d C, and gB + gpjI,; q.e. We have 
+ jFp, Id1 -P.j)12~ew6z. 
I 0 
The above shows that flf7, is in the L2(pL) closure of 9;. By noting that 
{f7F, :f~ S&,(a), n > 1 } is dense in L*(R, ,U ), we finally conclude that 9; 
is dense in L*(R, pP ). The proof is completed. 1 
5.6. Remark. Consider again the classical case specified in Remark 4.2(i). 
Suppose that p+ = 0 and p-(dx)= V(x) dx with V(x)= i 1x1-*; then 
(d”, FP) is bounded below (here B corresponds to - $A). But Q, is not 
relatively form small with respect to (8, 9) with bound < 1 (hence the 
KLMN Theorem is not applicable). It was shown by Voigt (cf. [V, 
Remark 6.2(c)]) that (9:) in this case is still a strongly continuous semi- 
group. Our Theorem 5.5 together with Theorem 4.1 implies further that the 
quadratic form (zP, gP) corresponding to (9y) can be realized as the 
smallest closed extension of (P‘, FP) in the following weak sense: 
$g = 9: (as follows from Theorem 5.4) and zP coincides with 8” on $g 
for each open set G such that 0 4 G. 
By virtue of Theorem 5.5, we henceforth refer to (c?““, gP) as the pertur- 
bation of (B,9) by p. Note that if (aP, FP) is closable, then (zP, 9”““) is 
the smallest closed extension of (au, FP). In general gj’ n C,(a) may not 
be a form core of (oPL, gP) (cf. Theorem 5.8 below). In fact, if p is a 
nowhere Radon smooth measure, then it may happen that 911(:= Yj’) 
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contains no non-trivial continuous function. Thus it is desirable to fmd a 
relatively nice class of functions which can be used as a form core for a 
perturbed quadratic form. To this end we define a class of functions C,(R) 
as 
C,(x) := {,fd(X) :f b is ounded, quasi-continuous, and 
with compact support }. (5.10) 
We then have the following theorem: 
5.7. THEUREM. @‘CL n C,(x) is a form COW of (8”, gp)a Furthermore, we 
can choose Pg c P n C,(X) satisfying conditions (5.7) and (5.8) in 
Theorem 5.5. 
ProoJ: Let UTrL 1 be an increasing sequence of compact sets satis- 
fying (2.13)-(2.15) with respect o 1~1. Instead of (S-9), we define 
@Al a- f 
0 -- 1 u E 9 : u is bounded, quasi-continuous, and 
u=OonX\F,forsomen>l}. (5.1 I) 
Obviously cg c CJK). Since Ipi is finite on each F,, we have also 
$p c9p c P. We now prove that gg 
Thiorem 5.4 we know that 2 
still satisfies Theorem 5.5. By 
“‘;;, = 9’;;, and ep coincides with P on g$ for 
each YE, which implies that every u E $‘t;, admits a quasi-continuous version 
ii and (-n)v(ii:r\n) 
(&‘, gp) because Un>, I
+ 6 in d:-norm. Hence @G is a form core for 
@‘r, is a form core. Similarly 9; is a form cure of 
(&‘@, FP’). We can also prove that @g is a dense subset of L2(p - ) by the 
same argument as that of Theorem 5.5. The proof is thus completed. 1 
For a Bore1 set Bc x, let us use the notation 
$Fz 'B 1 ~9:ii=Oq.e.onX\B) (5.12) 
(ti being a quasi-continuous version of u). If we set 9& = Y n C,(x), then 
it is well known that SO satisfies the following property for any ‘open set 
G c x (cf. [Fl, Theorem 4.4.21): 
For each bounded element 21 E&, there exists a uniformly 
bounded sequence { uj>i> 1 c go n C,(G) such that ui -+ 1.4 
in &,-norm. (5.13) 
5.8. THEOREM. Suppose that (4.7) (or equivalently (4.8)) is fulfitfed. Then . 
PC1 A C,(x) is a furm cure (i!!?, $I’) zf and only (f there exists an upen set 
%I of x such that IpI restricted to & is a Radon measure and 
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Cap@\&,) = 0. If this is the case, then %!on C,(&) is a form core of 
(8p, $p) as long as g0 c C&X,) is a form core of (&, 9:) and g0 satisfies 
(5.13). 
Prooj Let us define 
X, = {x E X : 1~1 is finite on a neighborhood of x}. (5.14) 
Then 1~1 restriced to X, is a Radon measure. Let {X,,},> i be ,an increasing 
sequence of relatively compact open sets such that X, c X, and 
U ,,>, X,=X,. We have 
U&f + U$, f in &;-norm, Zf e L’(X, m). (5.15) 
If Cap(X\X,) =O, then Px{zxO= co} q.e. and hence U;l”f= ,I’y q.e.; 
thus (5.15) implies that Un>, @$, is a form core of gP by Lemma 5.2. Let 
g0 be any form core of (8, 9) satisfying (5.13). By noting that under 
condition (4.7) we have (2, go) = (&p, 9“), for each bounded element 
u E gt-“g c 9x,, we can take a uniformly bounded sequence { uijn >, c ?$ A 
C’,(X,)‘such that ui + u in gz-norm. By taking a subsequence if necessary, 
we may assume further that ui + il q.e, and consequently ui + u in &;-norm 
since 1~1 is finite on X,. Thus we have proved that 9J0 n C,,(X,) is a form 
core for (8p, &p). Conversely suppose that Cap@\&) > 0. Take a strictly 
positive function f E L’(x, m). We have u := UStfuf - Ui,‘y > 0 q.e. on 
it\&. If there exists a sequence {u~}~, i c$V,(X) such that ui-+ u in 
z;-norm, then there exists a subsequence which tends to ii: q.e. Hence we 
can find a ui E gp n C,(X) such that ui(x) > 0 for some x E a\&. But we 
have then ui$ L’(R, IpI) since 1~1 (G) = 0 for any neighborhood G of x. 
This contradiction shows that gP n C,(X) cannot be a form core of 
(8, 2P). 1 
5.9. Remark. Theorem 5.8 should be compared with Lemma 2.4 and 
Theorem 2.8 of [AGKS], for which it provides a partial extension. 
Recall that a Dirichlet form (Q, 9) on L’(i3, m) is called regular if there 
is a form core 9J0 c C,(X) such that ?& is dense in C,(X) in uniform norm, 
and in this case ‘?& is called a core of Q (cf. [F, pp. 5-61). 
Similarly as in Theorem 5.8, we have the following. 
5.10. THEOREM. Let ,a E S. Then the Dirichlet form (&‘, all) is regular if 
and only if p is a Radon measure on g. If this is the case, then F& is again 
a core of (Sp, Sp) as long as g0 is a core of (8, 9) and ?3,, satisfies (5.13). 
Proof: The proof is similar to that of Theorem 5.8. 1 
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